Q1. (15 Pts)
Create a table of content for your answers; each item in your unordered list will be a link to the corresponding question. Each link has the following properties:
When mouse over the link: background-color:black, color: white
In other cases: font-size:12pt, font-family:verdana, background-color:white; color:black
Table of Content is a heading 2. Your links must be valid for grading.
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Q2. (20 Pts)
Create a DHTML document which displays a paragraph, whose background-color is gray, when user moves the mouse over the paragraph, it pops up an alert box as follows. Content of the paragraph is “Move your mouse over this paragraph”. In the alert box, “Cursor inside Paragraph” text is written.

Move your mouse over this paragraph

Q3. (20 Pts)
Create a DHTML page which has a start button. After a user clicks it, the background color of the web page changes randomly in each second. (Background color can be red, green, blue, yellow, white, black)
Q4. (20 Pts)
Write a DHTML page to show a photo album consisting of 4 pictures, resim1.bmp, resim2.bmp, resim3.bmp and resim4.bmp. Using First, Previous, Next and Last button, user can navigate in the pictures. Initially, resim1 is displayed on the page with width='200' and height='200'.

Copy the following images from c:\windows folder and rename them as follows:
Coffee Bean.bmp → resim1.bmp, Feather Texture.bmp → resim2.bmp, GoneFishing.bmp → resim3.bmp, and RiverSumida.bmp → resim4.bmp

Q5. (25 Pts)
Write the following DHTML document which has a table with two rows, when user moves mouse over a row, a moving label shows up, and if user moves mouse pointer out the row, the label disappears. In the row, if user moves the mouse pointer, label also moves accordingly, it is positioned +10 pixels in left, and +10 pixels in top. Properties of objects: Table: bordercolor is black, no cellspacing and borderwidth is 2 pixels Row: When mouse is over the row, background-color is gray, otherwise it is white. Two Marquees: background-color is yellow, width is 20%, initially they are invisible, absolute positioned, bordercolor is black, borderwidth is 2px, borderstyle is solid. The first marquee is “It is located in Turkey”, and another is “It is located in California, USA”

- GOOD LUCKS -